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Our pictures for this month are the familiar Devil’s
Tower of “Close Encounters” fame. Some of the rock
people from Castle Gardens near Gas Hills, WY. and
the invisible bunny that seems to be everywhere.
I want to give a heart-felt thank you to my
contributors, Linda Thomas and Ronda McLean for
their time and wonderful articles each month. We
appreciate these additions to the newsletter.
August is a part of the traditional “dog days” of
summer that begin on July 23 and end on September
23. The “dog days” are usually unbelievably hot, but
that is not where the name came from. Sirius the Dog
Star becomes visible in the summer sky on July 23rd
and then ceases to be visible on September 23rd. Many
consider July 23 to be the most powerful day of the
year and celebrate its energy as they would Solstice.
The energy for creativity is higher during this time and
considering that this year the “dog days” so closely
follow the two power eclipses on June 26th and July
11th, with continuing up spiral due to August’s powerful
aspects, everything is amped up.
By the way, how have the eclipses affected you and
your life? The changes have been unsettling to say the
least—restlessness, uncertainty, frustration and anger

have been altogether too present throughout July. All
of the most unattractive aspects of the emotional
reactivation of the old order are rearing their ugly
heads in every quarter. The grand potential of these
two eclipses is to connect with much higher energy as
in higher will and higher self. It is to clear a lot of old
stuck emotional grievances that can release the
patterns of our lineage issues and free us to be more of
who we truly are. The requirement is to be aligned,
centered and faithful to our own understanding. This
is not about attempting in any way to force others see
things the way that we do, but to love so deeply that we
connect to the calmness and tranquility within us that
brings us to allow others to be who they are without
conflict.
The Saturn/Uranus opposition in Aries the end of July
has also put a lot of pressure on the “I” aspects of the
old order—such as “If it doesn’t affect me, my family,
my home or my community directly I don’t care what
is happening”. The changes that are occurring are
bringing an inner awareness that is dawning on the
psyche that if something happens to anyone it happens
to all. It isn’t “what can I do to stop what I don’t like?”
nearly so much as the willingness to change the
internal dialogue and focus on what we desire to bring
about. Uranus is breaking up the old ways in the same
manner as earthquakes, tornados and hurricanes do.
Saturn can be a strong foundation or just stuck energy,
but either way no one can really keep doing what they
have always done without having repercussions. The
“baby boomers” have been the first generation to live
young when we have been told “you cannot do that”.
The societal picture is “old at fifty”. That belief
certainly does sell more drugs and keep the medical
profession in business. I have had many health
practitioners—both allopathic and wholistic—say “What
would I do if people started getting well?” St.
Germain’s answer is “You would find other, more
pleasant ways to prosper, such as teaching people how
to be well in the beginning”.
We have no idea just how much petroleum goes into
the drugs that are created by the pharmaceutical
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companies. There is the hue and cry about how toxic
the oil spill is in the Gulf, but how much of that same
toxic substance has been ingested by those who rely on
drugs prescribed by their doctor, supposedly for their
healing? All that is required is to go on line and find
out what is in the drugs that are being taken. There
might even be a clue to why the person is not getting
well. If we get too much of a vitamin, even though they
are good for us, it can cause the body to react. There
are people who are taking as many as fifteen to twenty
prescription drugs every day and they keep getting
sicker, but many are afraid to quit taking the drugs
because they have been told that they could die if they
stop. Why do they take these drugs? “Because the
doctor prescribed them.” No one seems to consider
that they could die if they keep taking these drugs.
There are more and more revelations that the
corporations have no concern for the people, only for
the gross (this can be gross in more ways than one)
profit. This has been going on for a long time. It didn’t
start recently, but people are beginning to wake up and
it is as though this is new, when it is just another aspect
of the old order brought to light to be forgiven.
People are squaring off on opinions and the two
eclipses that have just passed are basically requiring
more patience and less war. Fear sees threat
everywhere. A clear, centered response brings a
greater potential for a peaceful outcome in any
situation. The EGO wants immediate relief even if the
long term outcome may be worse for everyone.
Everyone has an idea of what to do in any given
situation, but usually it is what someone else should be
doing, not self. Blame is flying every where yet the
only place to find the best solution for self is within.
The healing of these times requires the tough love of
looking at the face in the mirror and then making the
necessary changes. It means lovingly taking self in
hand and staying with self though thick and thin.
Lander is back to normal after all of the flooding. We
have lots of sandbags and pylons left everywhere.
After a long cool, almost cold spring, suddenly we are
having major heat just like the rest of the country.
Hope your summer is being peaceful and pleasant.
Rainbow Center News
Our next group, “Love, Joy & Revelation” will be
August 15 at the Rainbow Center, 4th & Lincoln in
Lander.

CD’s can be purchased on the website at
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/2010groups.html
St. Germain brings the Eighth of our “Know Thyself”
series “Look Within”.
Both CD’s and DVD’s of the first six parts of the
series are available. If you purchase the set of six
“Know Thyself” CD’s or DVD’s you will get the sixth
one free.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/evenings.html
Our next intensive, “Integrating the Magik of Your
Mastery” will be November 6-7 in Newborn, Ga at the
Crystal Organic Farm. Molly will be available for
private readings from October 30-November 11. Call
Helen Dumba, 770 784-1060 for registration and
appointments.
ASTROLOGY
NEW MOON
This New Moon on August 9-10th is in the sign of
Leo bringing about emphasis on affairs of the heart.
Each New Moon sends a stream of energy from the
cosmos. This one is broadcasting an especially
powerful signal. This is the first of three Super New
Moons in a row. A Super Moon occurs when the
Moon is both at perigee (its closest approach to the
Earth) and syzygy (conjunct or opposite the Sun).
Super Moons generate stronger gravitational and
electromagnetic pulls on the Earth’s tectonic plates
and oceans, as well as a greater effect on our psyches.
We are being drawn to fully embody the soul
blueprints encoded in our birth charts. The
knowledge of what the script of the soul is about and
how it influences your everyday affairs is more
important than ever.
In Leo we discover the expression of our authentic
self. Leo is the hero/heroine and it follows the sacred
journey which begins with the internal call to the
adventure of life. When the call is heard, we must
leave the world we have always known and become
explorers of the unknown places, both within and with
out. In the “Initiation” phase of our journey, we meet
wizards and dragons, allies and challenges, which
strengthen us by testing our resolve and reaffirming
our course. Remember that even though this sounds
like magic or a fairy tale the “initiation” occurs in our
daily life and affairs. Often these most important
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This New Moon initiates the necessity to shift how we
see and do things, but the influence is on much more
subtle inner levels. The Sabian symbol for 18 degrees
of Leo, “A chemist conducts and experiment for his
students. Practical application of principles to ordinary
life. Active enlightenment; or forced awakening to
inner potentialities.” confirms that we are still learning
about the fundamental forces of life. Pluto forms an
exact square to Venus within the hour after the New
Moon pointing a very long celestial finger toward the
opening that will move us out of our current personal
and global crisis. The old ways work less well every
hour. Those who are insisting that we must just
continue to follow what we have known are blinded by
the light of the New Age’s dawning.

spiritual initiations are overlooked because they seem
so “normal or commonplace”. The wizard may be
your best friend or a wise adviser who steps in at just
the right moment with the crucial bit of information.
The dragon could be the boss, your teacher or any
person or situation or personal trait that challenges
you to grow and get centered. We dream of life being
easy, but we learn, grow and become wise through the
experiences that test us to prove how powerful we are.
As we discover who we truly are we receive the prize
of inner wisdom. We have spent life times “going
home”. Now we are returning to the at-one-ment and
we are “coming home”. Each person is on the journey.
Many are waking up because they hear the call. It is a
clarion call to remember self, not the horn of
judgment. Some are facing their dragons of doubt and
uncertainty. We are all being reminded that our life,
our gifts and our talents are of vital importance to the
world. Whether we are at the point of “Initiation”,
receiving the prize for our efforts and the “Returning”
phase where we unite with self and God/Goddess/All
That Is these are exciting and challenging times.

FULL MOON

Since early June Pluto has been squaring Jupiter,
Uranus and Saturn. Venus, Mars and the asteroid
Vesta join Saturn to create an extremely powerful tsquare in cardinal signs. The cardinal signs mark the
beginning of a new phase of development. A t-square
involves at least one opposition and two squares. This
t-square involves eight oppositions and seven squares,
greatly intensifying the challenges to constructively
integrate all of the energies involved and maintain our
balance while we use the energies wisely.

This Full Moon in Virgo/Pisces on August 24
emphasizes the birthing of conscious awareness of
spirit in the physical world. As we connect with the
solar plexus and feel the discernment that spirit brings
we become progressively clearer in our choices and
our desires. Virgo clearly separates the treasure from
the dust, the wheat from the chaff. Virgo seeks to
eliminate waste and spends no time in selfdeprecation or disparagement of others. We must
recognize what is working and release what is not.

Jupiter’s conjunction to Uranus will show us more
demands for equal rights and civil liberties. It can also
set far-reaching technological advances into effect.
Things that have been said to be impossible are
becoming, not only possible, but probable.

Pisces, represented by the two connected fish
swimming in opposite directions, indicates the truth of
how all dualities and dimensions of creation are one.
Pisces has discovered that everyone and everything is
both a particle and a wave. Each one is a unique
individual and an inseparable part of the universe. We
are both temporary and eternal. The shadow side of
Pisces gets lost in daydreams and fantasies, addictions
and codependency, victimization and martyrdom,
attempting to play god rather than recognize that
everyone is god.

This t-square with Jupiter/Uranus opposing
Saturn/Venus/Mars and squaring Pluto will bring
evolutionary shifts in how we relate to each other, how
we conduct our business and how we handle power in
every area of our lives. Cancer, the empty leg of the tsquare is the potential point of resolution. It indicates
that the responsive, relationship-oriented, lifenurturing qualities of the divine feminine are most
required now to bring healing to a wounded world.
Domination and discrimination are being revealed for
the bitter illusions that they are. The Age of Aquarius
is the age of Divine Androgyny, underlining the
importance of the balance of male and female essence
in the coming times.

The Master St. Germain says that the only way out is
to go so deeply into our Soul center that we find the
heights of ourselves within.

Mercury turns retrograde on August 20, just a few days
before this Full Moon. This ruler of Virgo calls us to
“think different”, expanding our minds with cosmic
energy. We are being led more and more into the
evolved essence of the New Order. We must look at
how we are connected, as well as, our divisions. We
are required to look at information both from logic
and feeling. In other words we must think with our
hearts as well as our heads.
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Uranus, higher octave of Mercury, has returned to
Pisces and forms a quincunx with the Sun. In order to
create the new forms required by Aries we must wake
up and be present in our bodies. The subtleties of the
new energy are revealing that there must be a
fundamental shift in perception from “us versus them”
to “We”. Love and beauty provide the essence that
will open our hearts. Crisis can break open our
hearts, but as we allow ourselves to make the quantum
leap in consciousness we are required to experience
fewer and fewer disasters and wake up calls. Uranus
will return to Aries on March 11, 2011, where it will
continue to catalyze major personal, social and
technological breakthroughs until 2018.
The extremely powerful t-square involving Uranus,
Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto remains in place continuing
the pressure for us to make real, not illusionary
changes. Saturn makes its third square to Pluto on
August 21 at 3 degrees Libra-Capricorn. This
underscores the bottom-line changes that have
occurred in relationships and business since last
November when the first square took place. The
Venus/Mars conjunction supports new types of
relationships, based on mutual empowerment. During
the Full Moon Venus and Mars will semi-square the
Sun and susquiquadrate the Moon, requiring that we
be both more assertive and more compassionate in
our interactions with others. The old order has been
almost one dimensional in its use of energy and now
we are being called to draw in threads of energy from
opposing points to make the divine balance in our
world. The healing between male and female still
requires a lot of effort on our part.
The Sabian symbols for this Full Moon show us that
the challenges that we are facing are vital for our
development and survival. Sun at 2 degrees Virgo: “A
large white cross stand alone on the top of a hill.
Dominance of environment through individualistic
self-realization. Eminence at the cost of struggle. Full
self-assurance.” The Moon at 2 degrees Pisces: “A
squirrel, showing human acumen, hides from hunter.
Instinct of self-preservation as a basis for greater
realization. Lifting of self to surer foundations.
Transference.” What are your body and your intuition
telling you? Remember: “there is no such thing as a
problem without a gift for you in its hand.” (Richard
Bach)

CRYSTAL CORNER
Hello to all of you. It seems the world is full of
changes with us attempting to keep up. Sometimes I
feel like if one more thing changes I might become a
hermit! But then again, wherever you go, there you
are. So, I guess I’ll use my beautiful instruments to aid
me on my journey and hopefully, help you on yours.

Epidote/Quartz is one of the more interesting stones.
It is an evolutionary crystal. It draws into the entity the
awareness of nova from old order to new order.
Where the old order is breaking down, breaking apart,
the new order is exploding on the scene within self;
the energy, the ‘ah ha’, the flood of information that
many entities are simply feeling as though they can’t
bear up under it. So many ideas, so much to do and so
little time, but into this the time-space continuum is
collapsing. This is the stone of the returning of the
energy of time and space to the human being.
As we begin to become whole and begin to heal, one
might be amazed just how that healing affects
everything and everybody around us.

Diopside is truly a beautiful emerald-green stone. If
placed upon the heart, this would heal the chakra
systems out into dimensions you have not understood
and also, inside into dimensions you have not
understood. It would heal “the sins of the fathers unto
the seventh generation.” It would assist in that
understanding. It would address chakra matrix, for
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each chakra is associated with the human body both in
the physical, as well as the essential chakras above the
head and below the feet. Because the chakras are
associated with worlds that you are creating, this would
put you in touch with the chakra matrix.
Most of us have come face-to-face with what we
consider our demons or greatest fears. How we deal
with that is totally individual but one crystal in
particular might assist us.

************
CRYSTAL HEALING CERTIFICATION CLASS
Part I
Linda Thomas, instructor
Eternal Ice Healing Center
894 Lane 11 ½
Powell, WY 82435
September 11th & 12th

10:00 AM-5:00 PM

Cost: $200.00 due in full by August 30, 2010.
Complete crystal information will be mailed when
paid in full.
You will:
* Explore ways of using crystals for yourself and others
* Receive information about the stones and their uses
* Observe basic layouts and energy balancing
* Receive a certificate to display
For more information, contact:
Aergine/Quartz would be an excellent stone for those
who think they are fighting the dark forces. This would
assist in the uplifting, the overcoming, the
transformation and the transmutations of the belief
systems in the dark forces, those aspects that could,
from the negative side of life, do you a great deal of
harm. This stone would be, among other things, a very
wondrous stone for these times of evolutionary
revolution where the old order is being lifted, shifted
and transformed. It holds the mysteries of the
Goddess. This is like the womb of the mother where
things are gestated as they are being brought into
manifestation.
And so, as we go along on our journey, there are many
entities, instruments and healing modalities that would
greatly assist us. We have but to ask.

Linda Thomas
894 Lane 11 ½
Powell, WY 82435
(307) 754-4396 or (800) 757-8478
I have an extensive inventory of exquisite stones and
you will love the prices!!!
Please let me know if you require a place to stay. I do
have some extra beds available.
Credit Cards Accepted

For any questions or more information about the
stones, please contact me.
Eternal Ice Enterprises
Linda Thomas
(800) 757-8478 or (307) 754-4396
www.eternal-ice.com
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THE GARDEN FAIRY

Salvia and “Sage” are derived from the Latin salvere
(“to save”), referring to the healing properties. It has
been recommended at one time or another for
virtually every ailment by various herbals. Evidence
shows possible uses as an antibiotic, antifungal,
astringent, antispasmodic, estrogenic, hypoglycemic,
and tonic. In a double blind, randomized and placebocontrolled trial, sage was found to be effective in the
management of mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease.

Sage
Sage is a small perennial evergreen sub-shrub, with
woody stems, grayish leaves, and blue to purplish
flowers. It is native to the Mediterranean region,
though it has naturalized in many places throughout
the world. It has a long history of medicinal and
culinary use, and in modern times as an ornamental
garden plant. The common name “Sage” is also used
for a number of related and unrelated species.
Sage has been grown for centuries in the Old World
for its food and healing properties, and was often
described in old herbals for the many miraculous
properties attributed to it. The Sage plant has been
praised highly throughout history and on many
continents for its powers of longevity. Sage has been
used since ancient times for warding off evil,
snakebites, increasing women’s fertility, and more.
The Roman’s likely introduced it to Europe from
Egypt as a medicinal herb. It was so valued by the
Chinese in the 17th Century that Dutch merchants
found the Chinese would trade three chests of China
tea for one of sage leaves. During the Carolingian
Empire it was cultivated in monastery gardens. The
plant had a high reputation throughout the Middle
Ages, with many sayings referring to its healing
properties and value. It was sometimes called S.
salvatrix (Sage the Savior), and was one of the
ingredients of Four Thieves Vinegar, a blend of herbs
which was supposed to ward off the plague.
Common sage is grown in parts of Europe for
distillation of an essential oil. As a Kitchen herb, sage
has a slight peppery flavor. In Western cooking, it is
used for flavoring fatty meats, duck, poultry, pork
stuffing, sausage, and in sauces. Sage is also used in
Italian cooking, in the Balkans, and the Middle East.

A sage sandwich or sage tea benefits digestion. Sage
teas or sage wines are nerve or blood tonics. The
strongest active constituents of Sage are within the
essential oil. Caution is indicated when using sage in
conjunction with central nervous system stimulants or
depressants.
Sage Astringent
4Tbsp. dried sage
¼ tsp. borax
4Tbsp. ethyl alcohol
3 Tbsp. witch hazel
(or 6 Tbsp. vodka)
10 drops glycerin
1. Macerate the sage in the alcohol for 2 weeks and
then strain.
2. Dissolve the borax in the witch hazel. Stir into the
alcohol. Mix in the glycerin and decant into a
bottle with a tight fitting lid. Shake before use.
Enjoy!
Ronda McLean, MG
307-868-2693
whisperingelk@hotmail.com
Finally – for all of you who have
wanted to attend a BioGenesis
seminar – you can now view
them at home over the internet
– and for free.
Most sessions are 1 hr or less.
I have noticed that they are not
in order, so pay attention to the title (part1-8), etc.
https://biogenesis.webex.com/mw0306lb/mywebex/def
ault.do?siteurl=biogenesis They also have a new
website www.biogenesisusa.com They have not yet put
up the links to people who sell the tools, but this is the
link to the old site where you can find this info
https://biogenesis.webex.com/mw0306lb/mywebex/def
ault.do?siteurl=biogenesis
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TAROT TALK

and frailties’ of humanity. You may be asked to be
tolerant of actions or beliefs that you would normally
judge. You may be required to deal with the ways of
others as they provide a mirror that you cannot stand,
until it dawns on you that you are avoiding your own
ways. People are often offended by their own actions
in the reflection of others. Bring out the best in
yourself by accepting others. This allowing essence can
cause greater creativity and delight to fill your life.
Compassion is felt in the solar plexus as love, not pity,
so be aware of what you are experiencing.
You may find that you begin to experience expanded
creativity in areas where you felt nothing was
happening. You can meet those people who both
inspire and encourage you, as well as those whom you
can support. Creativity, Love, Nurturing and
Compassion—the elements that the Empress brings to
the world through the trine or three energy.

Our tarot card of August is Compassion, the Three of
Wands. Compassion and patience enter twine to bring
peace. Be gentle and tender with self and others.
Empathy allows the connection to the emotions and
feelings of others, but requires objectivity.
Compassionate objectivity is one of the primary
teachings of the Goddess Kuan Yin. Compassion is
sweet, but exceptionally strong, therefore we are called
to be both gentle and self-assured. The Wands always
address potential spiritual evolution.
Compassion flows from the area of the heart and Soul
and pours out into the world. The healing power of
Compassion is beyond measure. Compassion is born
of sorrow, thus sorrow brings the understanding of the
depths of love through compassion.
Compassion brings healing. As you live the energy you
recognize your ability to heal, first yourself and then
others. Feel the aliveness, the in-touch-ness with self,
that compassion brings.
All of the threes in the Tarot deck relate to the
Empress, bringer of abundance and gifts of the Earth.
She is Goddess Mother and she loves all of her
children unconditionally. In compassion we love
everyone, no matter who they are or what they do.
Live your best self in the essence of forgiveness and
acceptance that compassion brings.
When the Three of Wands manifests in your reading
it is putting you on notice to be allowing of the flaws

ST. GERMAIN’S
MESSAGE
PATIENCE
Dearly Beloved Masters, are
you willing to be patient with
others, with life and most of
all with yourself?
As the frequencies of the planet continue to
accelerate, the impact on the emotional body becomes
more like a pressure cooker with each passing hour.
The Truth is that the acceleration is beneficial, but the
beliefs of the old order do not take that into
consideration. If something is strange, unknown or
foreign the mind sees it as a threat. The Earth has
passed through many portals over the last twenty-three
years, since the Harmonic Conversion. Each level has
torn away a thin layer of the veils of illusion. EGO
says, “Let’s just tear them all away and be done with
it”. Oh, Beloveds, we watch so carefully how the
changes are happening. To some extent, because it is
time, the shifts are occurring quickly and we see the
reactions of humanity to the differences in energy. We
are holding a powerful intension that all will come to
recognize that the shifts are for the greatest good of all
concerned.
Patience has not been a well exercised virtue on the
planet in eons. Now it is of the greatest import that
each person remembers its value. Control,
domination, self-centeredness and fear have
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contributed to the devolvement of the frequencies of
the planet for centuries. Immediate gratification has
become the rule and if there is not an instant
compliance many entities react cruelly and some
violently. The divorce from Love has hardened the
hearts of the collective and there is a major healing
taking place at the deepest levels of the being. This
healing does not go against free will because it is being
called at the Soul level. The EGO feels the changes
and is pushing those who are looking back and
clinging to the old ways to be progressively more
violent. The mind, driven by hate and fear, can do
unmentionable things and then shove remorse aside.
However, the remorse can no longer be totally ignored
as the shifts are refining the essence of the planet. So
what appears to be the violent end of things is just a
series of Cosmic adjustments that you have prayed for
ever since you began to feel the separation happening.
When you feel the Love within yourself, for yourself,
patience becomes so much easier. When you can take
a deep breath and wait for an outcome, rather than
attempting to force the issue, what can come to you is
the most positive, beautiful reward for allowing things
to move in Divinely appropriate timing. The reward of
patience is patience. Just as like attracts like, the art of
patience is worthy of practice. The beginning of
patience is letting go of the old EGOIC patterns that
make you afraid there is not enough. This is a plentiful
and abundant planet. The Earth of the third and
fourth dimensions is diminishing. The Earth of the
fifth dimension and above is eternally fertile and rich.
Patience begins the process of seeing into higher
dimensional frequencies, not only seeing into them,
but living there consistently. As you let yourself relax it
is so much easier to be patient with others, because
when you feel loving patience and live it you view
yourself in a new light. As you are gentler with yourself
and see others with new eyes the whole of life begins
to alter in the renewing vision of patience.
Impatience has blurred the vision of the inner eye and
distorted the perspectives of the mind. The more
impatient, the more critical and fearful one is the more
paranoia becomes the rule. Patience is an aspect of
FAITH. When there is the deep, clear understanding
of safety and security that FAITH brings, then
patience flows along that path, following and fulfilling
the promise of goodness.
Many around the world are confronted with what the
mind would define as disaster. The immediate
reaction is futility. A lot of these souls would swear that

they believe in a Supreme Being and know that they
are loved. Yet the concept is still something so far
removed from the NOW, that it never crosses their
mind that in order for more good to come in the old
limits must be removed. People who live in abject
poverty feel that they cannot lose the little they have.
In the midst of the collapse of physical and emotional
limits there are always those who emerge into better,
sweeter lives. Those who do not believe that the good
can happen to themselves will say that God loved
those whose lives improve more. Those who allow
themselves to rise above the old ways will find a better
world. In all things, in all times, it is the Masters choice
that brings the specific outcome. Intellectually, the
question arises, “Why would anyone choose to
suffer?” The answer that has developed throughout
time is, “Suffering is the way of the world. Suffering is
noble” and many even believe that suffering buys you
a place in Heaven. The EGO always brings mixed
messages. The “right thing” to say is “God will bring us
through”. However, the reactions of those who don’t
see life righting itself to their expectations is blame,
judgment and anger at someone, anyone but
themselves. Often God gets the greatest blame.
Now, Beloved Masters, we do understand that the way
life has been lived, generally, on the planet is
depressing. So when people say seeing life as better is
hard to do we agree. Living life from a new perspective
requires courage and fortitude which all possess but,
the lack of patience obscures. “I want the change
now”, “I don’t want to wait any longer” is in and of
itself, an energy of blockage because the focus is on
lack, limit and denial. What is wanted is believed to be
somewhere else and therefore, in the hands of
someone or something away from the power of self.
Getting centered, especially in the midst of crisis, is
vital and the practice of patience enforces new, happy,
creative patterns that immediately move into place
when there is a requirement. Not only that, but
patience opens the inner vision to see beyond the
striving of the illusions so that what is desired can be
felt and recognized even if it has not fully manifested
in the physical NOW yet.
As you are willing to seek out the essence of the
virtues, spiritual guidelines, and apply them faithfully
in your life on a daily basis with patience you will see
your life change. The changes come as quickly as you
are willing to allow them. Force, reaction and anger
only delay the process. You cannot plan how you will
be patient because you never know ahead of time
when the necessity for patience will arise. The EGO
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says, “I will be impatient until I need to be patient and
then I will just be patient”. The insanity of that is that if
you have no idea how patience feels, the balance and
discipline that is required to live it, you cannot just
produce patience in the moment. Patience is an
energy that is felt in the solar plexus, directed by the
essence of the Soul. Patience, power and perseverance
are elements of living in the refined essence of the
higher planes of awareness.
Releasing the pain of the chaos of the existence in
illusion can only be brought about by a steady focus
on what you really desire. Living your life with your
eyes on God, does not mean looking up, but looking
(see/feeling) within. What ever the name that you call
the Creator of All Good, (we will use God) that
goodness is poised to pour out blessings, as you are
willing to allow them. Just remember in these times of
change that sometimes, for the moment God’s answer
is “no”, not to deny you but to bring even greater good
than you have asked for. Patience opens the way for
the gifts of Spirit to come to you.
What you see in front of you in this moment is not the
final word or outcome, but the breaking down of all
that no longer serves you. You cannot imagine what
this planet can become based on the disintegration
that you are witnessing in this moment. You have
depended on goods and products that purely
benefited the physical. Now you will begin to use
energy in different ways that will benefit mind,
emotions and spirit (the unseen aspects of life) as well.
Being patient with your self brings a willingness to
receive the very best from life and from others. The
fact that time is not functioning as it once did means
that what you are waiting on and the time it takes to
manifest are very different from the past. If you notice
that from one day to the next the fear shifts from one
side to the other. Today the stock market reflects
optimism and tomorrow it may plummet to new lows
because the EGOIC mind is trying to bring a perfect
balance which is impossible. If you live by the media it
is like standing on a log in water and keeping your
balance is virtually impossible. Patience puts your feet
on solid ground.

ADS
OF POETRY AND PROSE by Nanna Hansen
This is a special and very personal website that shares
the dreams and visions of Nanna L. Hansen from
past, present and future. Nanna’s Visions come from
many timelines.
The writing is often in old style and yet it addresses
modern subject matter.
Her website: http://www.ofpoetryandprose.ca

Keys to Remembering
Donna Ing has her card deck
and book through her website.
She and St. Germain spent
almost ten years developing this
amazing tool to assist us in the
remembering process. Watch
for a video on YouTube about
the book and deck soon.
http://www.RememberingInsights.com .
All Limited Edition are
printed on fine art water
color paper, hand signed
with certificate of
authenticity. 16 x 20 Limited
Edition Prints - $75 10 x
12.5 Limited Edition Prints $45 Special: 15% off for
purchases of 2 or more LE
prints. "Painted Portraits &
Visions"

www.paintingsbyisa.com
Art Blog: http://www.paintingsbyisa.com/artblog
Follow me on Twitter www.twitter.com/Isa_Kirk
Plenty Star Ranch www.plentystarranch.com
Ranch Blog: www.plentystarranch.com/wordpress

And so, Beloved Masters, find patience within, feel
how it empowers you, feel its strength and enjoy the
comfort of experiencing life in higher consciousness.
Until we meet again, in what ever manner that may be,
in the greatest of Love I bid you Adieu!
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Delores DeVore owns Sound-Works, healing
with voice and tuning forks. www.sound-works.biz
Delores is an excellent website designer who has
an extensive background in web design. She is
very conscientious and works quickly. She is
excellent at problem solving web site situations.
www.ddswebdesign.com
or call Delores DeVore 678 634-1249

Annalaiya is an iridologist and flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a
background in chiropractic medicine. She can
assist in physical, emotional and spiritual healing
through the music table, color box, nutritional
counseling and many other offerings. Wholistic
Options, 214 Main in Lander is open by appointment.
Call 307 332-9882 or 307 438-0927 for appointments
and information.

“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
vog@wbaccess.net or 307-335-8113

Shaylinn Kaiser dba
Subtle Impressions offers Craniosacral Therapy
blended with Reiki, Kinergetics and Energetic
Rewiring. She is located at the Rainbow Center
for the Humanities, 177 N. 4th, Lander. For
appointments or information, please call 307 3324471 or
307 349-9837. Gift certificates are available.
Kimberly Rae Hansen
Digital Artistry
Kim does computer generated fractal art. We
have one of Kim’s pictures and it is most amazing.
Do check out her website!
www.kimberlyraehansen.com
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